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Walting in  the entrance co rrido r of London's Sloane Club - now gone 
s lig h t ly  to  seed but w ith I ts  tangib le atmosphere o f an Empire s t i l l  
remembered - brought back childhood memories o f curates and colonels, ongadlers 
and bishops, afternoon tea In assorted drawing rooms and the croquet lawn in the 
Rectory grounds. And there was always a sweet, middle-aged, s ilve r-h a ired  
re tire d  headmistress, who ta lked fondly o f le tte rs  s t i l l  received from her 
'g e ls , ' now married to  Viscounts or m issionaries, o r, in one case, to  George 
Harrison.

I t  took me a while to  disentangle the memories from the rea lity ,-  only Anne 
McCaffrey's accent saved me from becoming lo s t in  that e a r lie r  world o f hunting 
p r in ts  and ( I  swear i t )  antimacassars.

Anne McCaffrey is  a fa r more experienced interviewee than I am an 
inte rview er; her l iv e ly  response, her enthusiasm fo r books recently read and 
pro jects cu rren tly  In progress, her bubbling laughter, made the in terview  into 
a relaxed conversation.

Obviously much o f our time was dominated by dragons. She c le a rly  adores 
them.- and whatever feelings one has fo r  the creatures a f te r  seven books, w ith 
the h in t o f more to  come. I t  Is  impossible not to  l ik e  th e ir  c re a trlx  who wore a 
b e a u tifu lly  carved bone white dragon as i f  i t  were the locket o f her lover on 
her breast, preparing to  soar, and sure ly not only in  her own Imagination.

For a l l  th e ir  sometimes twee sen tim en ta lity, her dragons are bred to  be 
tough fig h te rs ; fo r a l l  her fr ien d line ss and fun, and her love ly easygoing 
nature, Anne McCaffrey is  a lso a hard-headed businesswoman, breeding horses at 
her stable in  E ire.

But in Dragonhold, her home. I th ink  she has indeed become a refined 
country gentlelady o f Independent means.

Fire-Lizards Is Cats;

Dragons Ain’t Horses

Anne McCaffrey

David V Barrett
BARRETT; that's just a bit out of the ordinary, so that you're
McCAFFREY; A well-paced plot. Dick Francis is the
Smith - the sort of writer

of the well-paced plot; also Wilbur
picks you up and takes

BARRETT: And in Science Fiction?

on, and there's no effort in it ,  in the reading. Charter - to entertain, to educate and to stimulate - how
do you see the balance

BARRETT: Thinking of the functions of the novel, which 
I see as the same as those in the BBC's

BARRETT:

BARRETT: tf-.ere would you draw the borderline between
soft-core science fiction and fantasy?





HcCATFREV; Dogs. Horses and cats mainly. 1 have two 
Dobermans at the moment; one because me live 

in parlous times, and two, because my saddles mere all
5

BARRETT: Did the Tire-lizards come much later in your 
thoughts’



BARRETT; It 's  a strange hybrid of woman and machine.

McCAFFREV: She's a cybemetically augmented human.

BARRETT; Do you worry at all about the fact that 
technological development ia bringing us to 

the stage where -

BARRETT: So you're more of a technophile than a 
technophobe.

McCaf f r ey:

we avoid the one and improve the other.

especially 
nything to

BARRETT: definitely is

BARRE T T: Is there anythinc 
so worried, that

about that, as a warning?
McCaf f r ey : no , that's all been done, and far better

than 1 could do. Better that I should give 
people hope by writing about a future, to encourage them 
that there will be one. 1'm an optimist anyway.

BARRETT: We're now into 1984.

HcCAFFREY: Yes.

he talked about have come about, not to the extent that 
he did, but certainly... word-processors, to do all this 
massive rewriting he talks about, with Mindspeak, 
Newspeech, and all the rest of it .  But he wasn’t writing 
science fiction, he was writing a dystopia. And, in fsct, 
the protagonist is not even sure that thia la 1984; he 
thinks that i t  might be that year, and George Orwell has 
left himself open.

American
MCCAFFREY:

McCAFFREY: 

yes, music

I use the mechanics of singing quite a bit, 
and also the problems, and the discipline;

writing and British writing in SF?

they were determined to

any great differences between

BARRETT:

crops up all over the place.

1 was thinking about Crystal Singer.

McCAFFREY: Well, 1 had a flaw in my voice, and that's

as, not Birgit Nilsson, but at least a decent soprano, 
and i t  wasn't there. 1 came to terms with it ,  and 
thoroughly enjoyed being a stage director of opera; that 
I found very challenging.
BARRETT: tfiich did you prefer 

producing?
the singing or the

BARRETT: - The Wyndham Syndrome -

BARRETT: night we heard Toby Roxburgh and Brian

6
last 
Aldiss talking about the state that SF is in.



McCaf f r ey: some of their comments are 
There have not been any 
think because science and

I think 
,__  valid,

tremendous introductions, I ___  _____  _____  __
technology have caught up with us, or we have caught up 
with them.. We're possibly at that bridging spot now 
where we ere assimilating the science of the last twenty 
years, but we haven't caught enough breath to jump from 
that point, to extrapolate from it into the future. It 
was much easier, but the growth of technology has been so

BARRETT: The SF world can be so cosy that for a writer
to produce something totally unexpected, a 

totally different type of work, would probably cause a

McCAFFREY: Oh, it would cause ructions, there's no

BARRETT:
the rest of this decade?

McCaf f r ey:
person. Someone

along with them. But science fiction has for many years 
been cyclical. Damon Knight says it has a twelve year 
cycle; the Chinese zodiac has a twelve year cycle. I 
don’t know whether it's the Year of the Rat for science 
fiction or not.

BARRETT: Is that low?

McCAFFREY: I think so.

continue in the same vein, they're comfortable with that, 
and when you go and reverse your fields their polarity is 
also affected. That's why there have been so many... you 
get Roman numerals after JAWS II, PORKY V, ROCKY XIX - 

indeed, unfortunately, the publishers, the film-makers, 
have decided to give them what they want, or what they

run something into the ground, with the AIRPORTS and 
whatnot; you don't take a good thing and work it to 
death. I would like to see more good science fiction 
produced as mini-series; they did The Lathe of Heaven, by 
Ursula K LeGuin, and evidently - though I haven't seen it 
yet - it was an outstanding success. SAPPHIRE AND STEEL 
was magnificent; you had to sit and watch everything. 
They were superb while they lasted. I don't know what's 
wrong with producers: *Ah, we feel that people need this 
kind of trivia, and they need that kind of drivel...'

BARRETT: And what do you see yourself doing in the rest 
of this decade?

BARRETT: Finally, how do your own family react to your 
books? - The people closest to you can be your 

sternest critics.
McCAFFREY: I'd like to get more

as a science fiction movie, live action; I'd certainly 
like to try my hand at the necessary surgery for that
script. What was written in 1968 would not necessarily 
make a good movie for 1984/5, which is why I've been very 
careful to give an outline of what I would like done with 
Draqonfliqht. I think Crystal Singer is a little more 
contemporary, and would not need as many changes, but

BARRETT:

McCAFFREY: Oh, I'll continue to write! I've got another 
Crystal Singer novel to do. I'm dabbling 

with a few short Dragon stories. And I would like to do a 
contemporary novel about the horse scene in Ireland, and 
the young people who dedicate so much of their time and 
energies; and really they're exploited very often by the 
stable owners in order to have a cheap supply of labour. 
It’s gruelling hard work; I've mucked out stables at 7 
o'clock in the morning, and fed the horses and ail that 
sort of stuff, with the rain dripping down the back of my

McCAFFREY: My son Todd has been of great help; he's my 
devil's advocate. He reads the script and

gotta change this, you can't have this.' He is into 
science fiction. Now, when Mayfair licensed the 
boardgames he worked with them in developing not only 
some of the actual moves but in developing the advanced 
game, and he has exhibited it several times in the 
States. This is The Dragonriders of Pern. We tried to get 
EPYX people to allow him some say in the development of 
the computer game because he's had an Atari for some

language so he can make it do what he wants it to. So

My daughter also is very good, more in 
copy-writing, copy-editing, picking up on typoes; she 
often makes some very astute comments which help me 
develop something else.

My older son is a non-fiction reader. He

THE HUNDRED FLOWERS, and so many people came in to buy my 
books that he finally decided that he’d better read one

read two. But, you know, it’s not his bag; he's into 
Economics, and Marxism, and anti-nuclear demonstrations - 
fine: whatever rocks your jollies.

My older brother is delighted. He also 
writes science fiction; he hasn't had anything published, 
and I can’t figure out why; I think he's eminently 
publishable. He's also been writing some suspense and spy 
stories based on his experiences in South East Asia as a 
CIA agent.

Generally the family 
supportive; the kids, and my brothers.

BARRETT: And your kids: are they now 
American?

McCAFFREY: Alec is firmly American. Todd prefers 
Ireland. Gigi sort of goes back and forth 

between both countries, rather easily, a foot in each: I 
think she's basically more Irish-oriented.

It was the tax-exemption as a writer; also 
the good schooling; and the fact that I wanted to put a 
considerable distance between myself and my ex-husband. 
And Ireland seemed to answer a lot of my problems. And 1 
haven't been sorry; it's been a very good experience.

BARRETT: Thank you very much for .talking to me this 
afternoon, Anne McCaffrey.

McCAFFREY: Thank you.
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listening).

'Fantasy is a cancer attacking the SF field, 
drinking away its precious bodily fluids. 
'Do you ewer notice when you go to buy SF, 
how much of what is marketed as science 
fiction is really fantasy? I have. When 1 
started reading SF there was a good chance 
that when you picked up a book labelled ST it 
was science fiction. It  had something to do 
with knowledge, the empirical method and 
ofttimes ‘ shock* even science.'

'Today the SF field is quite different. The 
bookstore shelves abound with fantasy and 
sword-n-sorcery....  - the science fiction

conglomerates has
SF... 

common

current popularity of fantasy ... 
tion against technology. Most of 
ors new to SF, and a lot that are

technology (as are most readers and others). 
Most have a liberal Arts background...'

'Countless times I've been 
clubs when SF was brought up 
said that they used •-

pressed, most admitted that

of it  today that they can' 
science ficti 
fiction on the

'In sunmation. Science Fiction 
Fantasy values is left weakened 
culated, unable to deal with 
realities of our technological 
mention the problems posed by
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First UK paperback publication 
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ACT 1, SCENE!
Chris Bailey

[A THEATRE tF TIMESMITHS by GARRY KILWOR1H Gollancz 1984] 
[185pp., £7.95 ISBN 0-575-05411-4]

Who Dares To Fail?

Paul Kincaid

[1982, JANINE by AlASDAIR GRAY Jonathan Cape, 1984 £8.95]



Mary Gentle

[WORLD'S END by JOAN D VINCE: Volume 2 in the Snow Queen] 
[Cycle. Bluejay Books 1984. 2J0pp., $U.95.J



Reek-a-boo?

also written thrillers, "eonteaporary novels" and, would 
you believe, two volumes of poetry.

Doubtless some of this vast output will be found on 
the shelves of every SF reader and, on balance, the 
present work is a worthy addition. As with most of his

both by its p

Ken Lake italicised Prologue,

appeal to the reader
then pity. I 

led in almost

[ THE CRUCIBLE OF TIK by JOHN BRUNNER. Arrow Books 1984.] 
[474pp., £2.25 ISBN 0-09-934850-0] 

while I was reading the book to be a constant annoyance. 
Needless to say, the matching Epilogue I found equally 
cloying and annoying: authors would be well advised to

them within "meaningful" frames like this.

peeping at the planet every fewanother,

tupldities, sympathising with 
hopefully, glorying in their

move from primitive tree settlement to primitive sentient

it's all broken up into snippets, snappy, jumpy,

12

conventions would bring two regrettable results: we'd 
find the characters needlessly tiresome and their 
motivations obscure, and we wouldn't finish the book. We



A Little Wooden Artefact

K V Bailey

[THE ZEN CUN by BARRINGTON J. BAYLEY Da> Books Inc. 1983J 
[159pp., $2.50]

Dib, Dib,Dum,Dum

David V Barrett

[SINGLE COMBAT by DEAN ING.
[52.95. ISSN 812-

Tor Books 1984.. J75pp.fl



speak, but i t  had many floors at dizzying 
levels. It  was, she had to admit, the most

Again, the travelogue cliche "planetary paradises" 
puts a check on too florid a romanticism, but makes a 
journey into it  no less agreeable. This enjoyable 
eclectic virtuosity is only one facet of a book which is 
likely to exasperate some, exhilarate acme and will 
certainly not leave any indifferent. If  you start it  the 
whatever-next-compulsion, i f  no other motive, will ensure 
that you finish it.

Myt hago
WOOD

—  A fantasy—

ROBERT HOLDSTOCK

The Tail Of History

Martyn Taylor

[HYTHACO WOOD by ROBERT HOLOSTOCK. Collancz 19B4. pp.252]
[£8.95. ISBN 0-575-05496-3]

14

The British tale of History is s triiaphal process, 
the song of battles won [and defeats transmuted into 
quasi-victories, or else the result of treachery by 
other, lesser breeds. Wiat price Perfidious Albion’ ), the



Magidion, and that ominous place name, Megiddo, cannot be 
accidental (can it?). The density of reference within 
this book is startling, suggestions within meanings 
within significances, which makes i t  not the easiest of 
reads but, read properly, i t  satisfies those places in 
the intellect most books ignore.

If  there is one significant flat it  is that the 
relationship between Steven and Guiwemeth does not ring 
true in the way that the rather similar relationship 
between Desland and Karin rings in Richard Adans' The 
(Hrl in a Swing, for instance. Steven's love too Quickly 
becomes a token, a totem even, not to cast a doubt over 
*>at has gone before. I t  may, of course, be another 
example of the mystifying process at work.

Hythago wood is a serious book addressing itself 
to a serious topic in a dignified way without ever being 
sombre; the story line is too taut and compelling for 
that. In many ways it is a classical work in its outline, 
approach and language. Perhaps Holdstock is not yet 
capable of producing work of the beauty of, say, Marquez,



What If?

Edward James
[WEST or EDEN: by HARRY HARRISON. Granada 1984. 578pp.,] 
[£8.95. ISBN 0-246-12002-9]



loathing.) But surely books like
to create argument. It's  all part of

this are 
the game.

'Exiled Royalty Return!'

Helen McNabb

[A PRINCESS OF IK  CHAKLN by CHERRY WILDER. Athenein] 
[(N.Y.) 1984. 275pp., ISBN 0-689-51025-0j

THOUGH K  WAS NO ARTHUR. ■ .by Judith Hanna 
Continued from Page 21.

attempting

simplicity of:

asychologlring:
reduced

publishers and would probably be

dedicatee

background

quantities of information about 
beliefs.

"Terrible was the slaughter; 
in blood there. Custenhin 
day, and Carenguen son of _ , __
many other gold-torqued lords of battle; a 
hundred thousand men of the Isl 
there. Those who died before

ravens waded

show nothing

Such was Csmlanrcontentious man. ___ .
Arthur and Modrat fe ll .”

the withdrawal of Rome; the real

17
[TK RISTS OF AVALON By RAR ION BRADLEY. Michael Joseph] 
[1984, 876pp, £9.95. IK  HIGH KINGS By JOY CHANT Allen 4] 
[Unwin 1984, 257pp, illus, £12.95]



DAVID R. SMIIH, 
7 Labumus Road, 
Cinbernauld, 
Glasgow. G67 3AA

thought the cover of Vector 122 was 
excellent; I think I wight even 
frame i t '  Looking back I think it 's  
the best cover since Thys 
Ebbenhoist's cover for V 113.

I was also pleased to see the 
transcription of Josef Nesvadba's 
speech. You were right about the 
links between articles; when Josef 
said "It is the duty of every one of 
us to speak for himself and find his 
own (themes)", he seemed to sum up 
(part of) what M. John Harrison was 
saying.

JIM ENGLAND, 
"Roselea", 
The Compa, 
Kinver, 
W. Midlands. 
DY7 6HT



BERNARD SMITH,

SPECIALISTS IN SCIENCE FICTION FANTASY & HORROR

84 SUFFOLK STREET BIRMINGHAM B1 1TA ENGLAND Tel: 021-643 1999

If you are one of the 1000-plus people already on our mailing list, you need 
read no further. However, if you are not on our mailing list, maybe it’s time for 
you to discover what you are missing.

ANDROMEDA has now been operating for 13 years, during which time it has 
grown into one of the largest and best specialist shops in the U K(many of our 
customers will insist that we are the best). Our stocks include virtually every 
SF. fantasy and horror paperback in print in the UK together with most of the 
hardcovers, all the regular fiction magazines, film magazines and even a few 
fan magazines. We also import from the USA - you'll find all the new titles in 
stock within 4-6 weeks of publication. That’s the ground floor. Our first floor 
carries all our media stocks including comprehensive back issue stock on 
most of the magazines. You'll also find our second-hand department 
together with posters, cards, etc.

Our mail-order service is second to none. Every two months we issue a new 
catalogue listing all new books and magazines newly arrived into stock, 
together with important restocks and reminders of earlier titles in senes, 
reprints, etc. Each catalogue is usually 20 pages, and each book listed 
provides a brief plot summary or description. That goes to over 2 dozen 
countries.

In addition we issue a special catalogue once a year devoted to TV SF (STAR 
TREK, DR WHO, etc.) and two 12 page catalogues per year devoted to 
second-hand items including many rare and difficult-to-find books. We are 
currently looking forward to publishing catalogue 100 which will probably be 
a com p le te  listing of paperback stocks - somewhere in the region of 3000 
titles. It will probably also include some hardcovers, magazines, etc. It will 
definitely include details of our standing order service whereby you can 
receive magazines like WHISPERS regularly without you having to hunt 
around and order each time it appears. We'll send every new issue to you 
automatically on publication.

You can also save yourself time by just phoning in your order - we take 
ACCESS and VISA credit cards.

Why not try us ? Send for a catalogue now I

Oops.. .  forgot our video stocks. Oh well, nobody's perfect...



Though He Was

JUDITH HANNA

No Arthur.



’ (Flamdwyn) and

Saxons into tngland - a

Daughter" traditional

after him "Britain", how his general Corineus wrestled 
the giant Gogmagog and threw him into the sea, and

the healing spring of Sulls at Bath; and that

that of how Vennolanda (Gwendolen) became High

The tale of Bran the Blessed and the Hospitality 
of the Harvell Ous Head forms the Second Branch of the 
Habinogi: the "Four Branches of the Habinogi" preserved 
in Middle Welsh versions are clearly remnants of pagan 
Celtic myth, and the figure of Bran seems to reappear as 
the wounded Fisher King of the medieval Arthurian 
romances. The tale of the rivalry of Julius Caesar



SCIENTOLOGY

Continued from Page 2
'L. Ron Hubbard is  moving back into 
the science fiction fie ld  with a 
vengeance. At the American Book
sellers Convention, Bridge 
Publications unveiled a five-year

Hubbard work, republishing old work, 
and doing anthologies, movie tie- 
ins, tv programs, cassettes,

February, 1980. 'No Scientologists 
except for the Broekers have seen 
him [Hubbard] since.' 

'Hubbard disappeared because he 
feared he would be caught up in a 
t r ia l in which one of his former 
Messengers, Tanya Burden, claimed 
that she had been forced to be his 
serf from the age of 14.' 

the Church in 1982 Hubbard assigned 
certain key trademarks, including 
his signature, to the Religious 
Technology Center, set up by

the document which is  supposed to 
have passed these valuable rights to 
the RTC as a g if t  has been

In the spring of 1982, at the 
same time as he formed the Church 

Servicesincorporated Author 
International, a profit-making 
corporation which is used to funnel 
income to Hubbard from the —' “ ~r  
his boc 
"Homer"

Howard

Author
Schemer.

Services, during
li l m illion a week

Hubbard Company in the US, to New 
Era Publications, another Hubbard 
firm in Denmark, and then 
bank-wired to Hubbard accounts in

one period 
... was being moved 
Publications, a

no. longer 
from the Church

Switzerland Liechtenstein.

testified, Hubbard's wealth grew 
from $10 million to $40 million.

Finally, Schomer said, he could— , ------  g0 on skimming money
"'---- *• - - J  make i t  look

why Hubbard
__ _ Obviously he 

need money, and obviously 
achieved fame Of a kind

'Budrys speculated on 
was doing a ll this, 
doesn't---- ' '—

through Dianetics and Scientology. 
"I think Hubbard realised that 
people had forgotten him as a 
science fiction writer, and he 
wants to be remembered for i t . "  

backgrounc achievements." He 
man gripped by "egoism, 
avarice, lust for power.

and vindictiveness and agressiveness 
against persons perceived by 
him to be disloyal or hostile".* 

'In an effort to keep the money 
flowing, prices for Scientology

rise almost every month. It  
costs £40 to buy a copy 
Dianetics, the bible of the Church. 
And after the introductory £100 
conmunications course, charges for 
*■— —-* — c a n  ru n  

pounds."

their

getting

appear

Hubbard

' "Anyway, 
their Cod.'"

(salesmen) on hard-sell techniques 
so successfully that his f*irst

'On July B, 1980, Ensign Ken

into thousands love Ron. He

deal in the history books.1

22

'Sturgeon pointed out that he was 
not making money o ff this. "People 
seem to think I'm doing this for

" I t 's  a con - i t  was a ll a fraud 
from the very beginning" 
Hubbard's former archivist __ ,

been opened after being authorised 
by Hubbard to write his biography. 
"1 went from being a devottee -  I 
thought i t  was the hope of mankind 
- and 1 learned i t  was a ll based on 
lies and deceptions.

claimed

'Algis Budrys added that he got 
"normal consulting fees" for some 
of the work but wasn't getting rich 
either. " I  think the contest is 
important for new writers, and I'm 
authors." ' 9  9

'"That's a Rehabilitation Project 
Force, they're RPFers, psychological 
prisoners - slave labour, 
way..." RPFers, the Church's ____
force, tend to their every need - 
cleaning house, ••• ■ . . .
washing dishes,

labour

forbidden to talk,



■It [Scientology] has also earned 
the enmity of numerous governments, 
including Britain's, and many 
hundreds of disillusioned 
individuals who claimed they had 
been hoodwinked by high-pressure 
Church salesmen into spending 
thousands of dollars on Scientology 
programmes. *

THE REVIEW OF SCIENCE FICTION

• "F rom July until December 1982 
the Scientology international stats 
(membership figures) C-R-A-S-H-E-D 
with a capital C.' "

■In Britain, where the Church once 
boasted 200,000 siaiporters... .that 
membership has fallen to around 
1000.'

Con, Fred Harris of Author 
Services, the public relations firm 
devoted to L. Ron Hubbard's 
fiction, formally announced a new 
professional publication: I .  Ron 
Hubbard's Io the Stars Science 
Fiction Magazine. Terry Carr, one

in the movie public relations firm 
ConArtists, mill be managing editor. 
William Rotsler, writer and artist, 
will be art director. Harris 
himself w ill serve as editor-in-

Judge Paul G. Breckenridge called 
the Church of Scientology 
"schizophrenic and paranoid", 
adding that "this bizarre 
combination seems to be a 
reflection of its founder."'

The babes in the woodl■

ext Sources:

line edited by Charles

graphics! essay,, you should not mui out on FOUNDATION.

FOUNDATION u published thr« tune, a year and each issue contains over a hundred weUlillcd

S'-tOfir tkrt. urao u n.SFFo.adm^ N Zwwde. Defwdwm.
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THE MA GA ZINE OF 

IMAGINA TIVE FICTION
has recently expanded in size. It remains Britain's only magazine devoted 
to high-quality science fiction and fantasy by writers both established and 
new. Published quarterly, each issue also contains illustrations, news and 
reviews.

INTERZONE 9, Autumn 1984, contains:

“The Object of the Attack” by J.G. Ballard
“The Gods in Flight” by Brian Aldiss
“Canned Goods” by Thomas M. Disch
“The Luck in the Head” by M. John Harrison
“Fragments of a Hologram Rose" by William Gibson
“Spiral Winds" by Garry Kilworth
plus art by Jim Bums, Richard Kadrey and others

INTERZONE 10, Winter 1984/85, contains:

“The Dream of the Wolf” by Scott Bradfield
“John’s Return to Liverpool” by Christopher Bums
“Green Hearts” by Lee Montgomerie
“The Malignant One” by Rachel Pollack
“Soulmates” by Alex Stewart
“Love Among the Corridors” by Gene Wolfe
and more, including book reviews by Mary Gentle

For a four-issue subscription in the UK send £5 to 124 Osborne Road, 
Brighton BN1 6LU. Please make cheques or postal orders payable to 
INTERZONE. Overseas subscribers send £6 by International Money 
Order (we regret Eurocheques cannot be accepted).

American subscribers send $10 (or $13 i f  you want delivery by air mail) to 
our US agent, 145 East 18th Street, Apt. 5, Costa Mesa, C4 92627, USA. 
Please make cheques payable to INTERZONE.
Kindly specify which issue you want you subscription to commence with. 
Single copies o f the magazine are £1.50 each (£1.75 or $3 overseas), 
postage included.
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AVAILABLE FOR THE FIRST TIME IN PAPERBACK

e d ite d  b y  TERRY C A R R
“The yearly feast — a marvellous Christmas gift for

all addicts” — The Times
Hardback £9.95 Paperback £4.95

THE BOOK OF THE

STARS
THE STARTLING SEQUELTO

THE BOOK OF THE RIVER
£8.95
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